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For the purposes of this paper the term ‘Origins Science’ is taken to be when any field of
science (e.g. Cosmology, Geology, Palaeontology, Biology, Chemistry etc.) studies the
origins of anything in the natural world answering the question ‘where did it come from?’
Michael Shermer warns of a phenomenon he calls ‘bias confirmation’ and described it like
this: "Being deeply knowledgeable on one subject narrows one’s focus and increases
confidence, but it also blurs dissenting views until they are no longer visible, thereby
transforming data collection into bias confirmation and morphing self‐deception into self‐
assurance.”1
Any field of science would do well to avoid this phenomenon including Origins Science.
There is likely a myriad of causes that might tempt bias confirmation in Origins Science,
however this paper is only going to look at one and that is religious (in the broad sense
including theistic and non‐theistic belief systems) dogma and more importantly how it can
be avoided.
To do this the two foundational definitions of any field of science, including Origins Science,
need to be considered: Science and Methodological Naturalism.
Science: “The pursuit and application of knowledge and understanding of the
natural and social world following a systematic methodology based on evidence.” 2
Methodological Naturalism: “…we are forced by our a priori adherence to material
causes to create an apparatus of investigation and a set of concepts that produce
material explanations...” 3
Before delving into an analysis of Methodological Naturalism in the field of Origins Science,
it is recognised that generally the other fields of science should employ Methodological
Naturalism. This could be the topic of another paper, but it makes sense that a nuclear
scientist cannot say that magic is going to make their reactor work, that would endanger
the lives of many people. So to be clear, this paper is only analysing what happens when
Methodological Naturalism is applied to the field of Origins Science.
Firstly, is Methodological Naturalism normally applied to Origins Science? In the context of
Origins Science Helen Fields said: “invoking the hand of God to explain natural phenomena
breaks the rules of science” 4 and Judge John E Jones III said: “Supernatural explanations
are not part of science.” 5
Thus it can be seen that Methodological Naturalism is applied to Origins Science.
There are many consequences of this practice, two of them are key:
1. Scientists must suppress any notion that what they are observing was
supernaturally caused/created, regardless of the evidence. The concept of
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supernatural causation/creation is not allowed and so scientists and science
journals are not free to contemplate supernatural causes, they must keep to
materialistic/natural explanations regardless of the evidence.
This does not align with the ideal of freedom of scientific inquiry nor does it align with
scientific evidence based reasoning.
2. It causes a starting premise of ‘everything evolved by chance’ and that only
naturalistic evolution theories can be correct. How can a theory be deemed
correct before it is analysed and tested? This starting premise actually removes the
falsifiability of naturalistic evolution theories causing them to be mere dogma.
An entire paper could (and should) be written on the first consequence but the second is
more aligned with the topic of this paper and so will be the one focused on.
So, in Origins Science should Methodological Naturalism be falsifiable? Falsifiability is a
basic foundation of science and rigorous analysis of a theory should not be shied away
from. As Karl Popper said, "In so far as a scientific statement speaks about reality, it must
be falsifiable." 6
Avi Loeb of the Center for Astrophysics at Harvard University says “Falsifiability should be a
hallmark of any scientific theory.” 7 George Ellis and Joe Silk in support of falsifiability said
that "The imprimatur of science should be awarded only to a theory that is testable.” 8
So falsifiability must be part of any rigorous scientific investigation and since the
foundation of science is naturalism then it should be falsifiable too, especially in the
context of Origins Science. If it is not treated as such then it is religious dogma and not
science as Timothy Williamson said: “Naturalism as dogma is one more enemy of the
scientific spirit.”9
With Timothy Williamson’s warning in mind we then need to ask if, in Origins Science,
naturalism is treated as falsifiable or as dogma? In his 2018 paper John Calvert analysed
the current state of Origins Science and concluded that “modern Origins Science is
dogmatic, not objective.” 10 He placed the cause squarely on the use of Methodological
Naturalism stating: “There are at least three reasons modern origins science is not in fact
objective: (1) its investigation and explanations are determined by the orthodoxy of
methodological naturalism and not by an objective weighing of the relevant evidence, (2)
due to the orthodoxy, it violates the logic necessary for the conduct of the historical
science it is, and (3) because the use and effect of use of the orthodoxy is generally
concealed.” 11
It is clear then that there is considerable room for improvement in Origins Science. The
method to obtain the improvement is to begin treating naturalism as falsifiable. So, in
Origins Science how would one falsify naturalism? The only way to achieve this is to carry
out a complete critical analysis of both naturalistic evolution theories and supernatural
creation theories and be open and honest about all shortcomings in all the theories.
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In brief it boils down to this: If supernatural creation is refused as an option then
Naturalism is just religious dogma and if naturalistic evolution is refused as an option then
Creationism is just religious dogma.
Robert Delfino, Professor of Philosophy at St John’s University, proposes the idea of
Methodological Neutralism in Origins Science and describes the principle such that
"scientists should simply search for causes without setting any a priori conditions on what
ontological status those causes must have.” 12 Therefore, the starting premise of Origins
Science could be something like the following. Perhaps there is a naturalistic explanation
for the origin of the universe and life and perhaps there is a non‐naturalistic explanation; to
the extent that such explanations are testable, we need to follow the evidence wherever it
leads.
When one reviews science journals and science institution publications it is found that
none of them publish papers on Origins Science that treat naturalism as falsifiable. When
the journal PLoS ONE accidently published an article with the statements “design by the
Creator” 13 and “the Creator’s invention” 13 the outcry from the scientific community was
enough that PLos ONE “decided to retract the article” 13. If the paper in question included
an explanation about the falsifiability of naturalism the outcry may have been different, but
the paper did not include any such explanation, nor did the Nature article reporting the
incident. 13
However, science journals cover a wide range of science topics and scientific fields and so
their general adherence to Methodological Naturalism makes sense. It is only in the field
of Origins Science that naturalism should be treated as falsifiable. So it would be
inconsistent for these journals to treat naturalism as falsifiable in some papers and not in
other papers. With careful explanations it could be achieved but then one has to hope that
readers catch the explanations and note which paper is adhering to Methodological
Naturalism and which paper is treating naturalism as falsifiable and this would lead to
confusion.
Therefore, a new Origins Science journal is needed that publishes papers on origins where
naturalism is treated as falsifiable. This is the only way Origins Science can be conducted
with the rigorous investigation that it deserves.
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